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(Received 12 July 2005; published 23 September 2005)1550-7998=20In the scenario recently proposed by Arkani-Hamed and Dimopoulos, the supersymmetric scalar
particles are all very heavy, at least of the order of 109 GeV but the gauginos, Higgsino, and one of the
CP-even neutral Higgs bosons remain light under a TeV. In addition to gluino production, the first SUSY
signature would be pair production of neutralinos and/or charginos. Here we study, with explicit CP
violation, the production of neutralinos and charginos at hadronic colliders as well as the possible decay
modes. We notice that the branching ratio of the neutralino radiative decay can be sizable unlike the case
with light sfermions. In particular, the decay of ~03 ! ~01 has a branching ratio of the order O1 percent.
In colliders, it would give rise to signatures of an isolated single photon plus missing energy.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.72.055019 PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 13.87.Fh, 14.80.Ly1There is another source of CP-violation as pointed out in
Ref. [7].I. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is one of the most elegant
solutions, if not the best, to the gauge hierarchy problem.
It also provides a dynamical mechanism for electroweak
symmetry breaking, as well as a viable candidate for dark
matter (DM). Conventional wisdom tells us that SUSY
must exist at the TeV scale, otherwise the fine-tuning
problem returns. Unfortunately these weak scale SUSY
models, represented by the minimal supersymmetric stan-
dard model (MSSM), also have a number of difficulties
such as SUSY flavor and CP problems, and the light Higgs
boson. For the past two decades, particle theorists have
made every effort to rectify the problems. Recently,
Arkani-Hamed and Dimopoulos [1] adopted a rather radi-
cal approach to SUSY: they discarded the hierarchy prob-
lem and accepted the fine-tuning solution to the Higgs
boson mass. They argued that much more serious fine-
tuning is required for the observed small cosmological
constant. If the cosmological constant problem is to be
explained by the anthropic principle [2], an enormous
number of metastable vacua, usually called the vast land-
scape of string theory vacua, are essential. Fine-tuning in
the Higgs boson mass is more natural in this anthropic
landscape [3].
Once we accept this proposal the finely-tuned Higgs
boson mass is not a problem anymore. More concerned
issue is to find a consistent set of parameters satisfying the
following observations: (i) the refined result of the DM
density to be DMh2  0:094–0:129 (2 range) by
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [4];
(ii) sub-eV neutrino masses; and (iii) cosmological con-
stant. The last one is accepted as an extremely fine-tuned
principle. The second observation requires heavy right-
handed neutrinos of a mass scale of 101113 GeV; it does
not have appreciable effects on electroweak scale physics.
The first observation, on the other hand, requires a weakly05=72(5)=055019(11)$23.00 055019interacting particle of mass & 1 TeV, in general. It is this
requirement which affects most of the parameter space of
the split SUSY scenario [5,6].
The split SUSY scenario can be summarized as follows:
(1) A-1ll scalars, except for a CP-even neutral Higgs
boson, are superheavy, for which a common mass
scale ~m is assumed around 109 GeV to MGUT.
Dangerous phenomena such as flavor-change neu-
tral currents, CP-violating processes, and large elec-
tric dipole moments in the MSSM become safe.1(2) The gaugino and the Higgsino masses (the  pa-
rameter), which can be much lighter than ~m due to
an R and a Peccei-Quinn symmetry (PQ), respec-
tively, are assumed near the TeV scale. Light super-
symmetric fermions have additional virtue of gauge
coupling unification as in MSSM, as well as provid-
ing a good DM candidate.(3) A light Higgs boson is very similar to the SM Higgs
boson, but could be substantially heavier than that of
the MSSM [1,5,8–10].(4) The DM density requires sufficient mixing in the
neutralino sector, so that the lightest neutralino can
efficiently annihilate [5,11,12]. In most cases, the 
parameter is relatively small.Superheavy masses of SUSY scalar particles practically
close off many neutralino annihilation channels, resulting
in smaller annihilation cross section than that in MSSM.
Giudice and Romanino [5], Pierce [11], and Masiero et al.
[12] identified three interesting regions of the parameter
space where the split SUSY model can accommodate the
WMAP data on the DM density.(i) The lightest neutralino is mostly a Bino, but with a
substantial mixing with the Higgsino:  is compa-
rable to M1. This is because the Bino interacts only© 2005 The American Physical Society
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with the Higgs and Higgsino when all sfermions are
superheavy. Substantial mixing can guarantee effi-
cient annihilation of the Bino into Higgs or Z
bosons. The WMAP data allow the gaugino mass
parameters as low as the current lower bound.(ii) The second region is where the lightest supersym-
metric particle (LSP) is mostly Higgsino with
M1;2  . In this case, the Higgsino LSP annihi-
lates via gaugino-Higgsino-Higgs and Higgsino-
Higgsino-gauge couplings. Note that the lightest
chargino and the second lightest neutralino are
also predominately Higgsino since   M1;2,
and thus degenerate in mass with the LSP.
Efficient annihilation and coannihilation require a
rather heavy LSP mass  1–1:2 TeV for the LSP
to be the DM.(iii) The third region is the wino LSP in anomaly me-
diation and in this case M2 <M1; . Neutral wino
can annihilate efficiently via an intermediate W,
even in the absence of sfermions. Thus, a rather
heavy wino with M2 ’ 2:0–2:5 TeV is required to
account for the dark matter density.The last two cases require a rather heavy LSP. Therefore,
the chance of observing supersymmetric partners at col-
liders diminishes as the gluino would be even heavier than
2–3 TeV, though it is not impossible. Thus, we concentrate
on the phenomenologically more interesting case where
M1 MEW. Note that once we impose the condition
of gaugino-mass unification, M2 ’ 2M1 at the weak scale.
The current chargino mass bound is almost 104 GeV [13].
If converting to the bounds on M2 and , both M2 and 
larger than O100 GeV should be consistent with the
bound. We do not specifically state the bound on M1 and
, but O100 GeV should be very safe for M1 and  with
the chargino mass bound.
The detailed phenomenological study of the split SUSY
scenario, especially focused on high-energy colliders, is
crucial to clarify the basic structure of the scenario. As
pointed out in Ref. [1], the first unique feature is the stable
or metastable gluino. It may give rise to stable charged
tracks [14–16] or gluinonium [17] signatures. We focus on
the neutralino pair, chargino pair, and neutralino-chargino
pair production, and their decays at hadron colliders. These
production channels may be the only accessible ones if the
gluino mass is more than 3 TeV. There have been some
studies of chargino and neutralino production at ee	
colliders [18] and at hadron colliders [14]. Some variations
on split SUSY were also studied, e.g., taking  to be very
large [19], taking gaugino masses to be very large [20], or
even taking  and all gaugino masses to be very heavy
[21].2 Note that the phenomenology of split SUSY is ratherlast scenario was called supersplit supersymmetry which
d in arXic.org on April fool’s day. It is equivalent to the
055019similar to those of focus-point SUSY [22], except for the
gluino phenomenology. There is also the PeV scale SUSY
scenario [23].
At hadron colliders, the production of ~0i ~0j , ~0j ~
i , and
~	i ~j is mainly via the Drell-Yan-like processes with
intermediate W; , or Z exchanges as in the usual
MSSM. The t-channel exchanges via ~q; ~‘ are virtually
absent. On the other hand, the decays of the neutralino
~0j j > 1 and chargino would be quite different from the
MSSM case. With superheavy sfermions the decay of the
heavier neutralino ~0j into a lighter neutralino ~0i plus f f is
mainly via an intermediate Z (the Higgsino component
only) instead of a ~f. Another channel of importance is
~0j ! ~
i W ! ~
i f f0. We also have ~0j ! ~0i h !
~0i 	 b b or WW. Finally, we note that the branching
ratio of the radiative decay ~0j ! ~0i  can be sizable unlike
the case with light sfermions. Phenomenologically it leaves
clean signal at the LHC, consisting of a high-energy single-
photon plus missing energy. Particularly in the parameter
region where jj is comparable to M1, the radiative
branching ratio would be maximal. The chargino decays
mainly through ~	j ! ~0i 	W ! ~0i 	 f f0. By combin-
ing the phenomenological studies on neutralinos and char-
ginos, as well as those of gluino, one may be able to
distinguish the scenarios of split SUSY, PeV scale SUSY,
or focus-point SUSY.
Improvement over previous studies [14,18] can be sum-
marized as follows.(1) W-2e include all decay modes of neutralinos and
charginos, in particular, the radiative decay mode.
It gives rise to a single-photon plus missing energy
signal. Experimentally, it is very clean.(2) We include the CP-violating phases in M1 and  in
order to examine the effect of the CP phases on the
decay of neutralinos.(3) We calculate the photon transverse momentum and
missing transverse momentum distributions for the
single-photon plus missing energy events, which
mainly come from the decay of ~03 ! ~01.The organization of this paper is as follows. We describe
the general formalism and convention in Sec. II. We cal-
culate the decays and production cross sections for neu-
tralino and chargino pairs in Secs. III and IV, respectively.
We conclude in Sec. V.
II. GENERAL FORMALISM OF NEUTRALINOS
AND CHARGINOS
The neutralino and chargino sectors are determined by
fundamental SUSY parameters: the U(1) and SU(2) gau-
gino masses M1 and M2, the Higgsino mass parameter ,
and tan  v2=v1 (the ratio between the vacuum expec-
tation values of the two neutral Higgs fields). The neutra-
lino mass matrix in the  ~B; ~W3; ~H01; ~H02L basis, where the
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subscript L denotes the left-handed chirality of neutralinos, is [24]
M N 
M1 0 mZcsW mZssW
0 M2 mZccW mZscW
mZcsW mZccW 0 
mZssW mZscW  0
0
BB@
1
CCA; (1)where s  sin, c  cos and sW; cW are the sine and
cosine of the electroweak mixing angle W . Since MN is
symmetric, one unitary matrix N can diagonalize theMN
such that Mdiag  NMNNy. The Majorana mass eigen-
states are
~01; ~02; ~03; ~04TL  N ~B; ~W3; ~H01; ~H02TL: (2)
The mass eigenvalues m~0i i  1; 2; 3; 4 in Mdiag can be
chosen positive by a suitable definition of the unitary
matrix N.
The chargino mass matrix in the  ~W; ~H basis is [25]
M C  M2

2
p
mW cos
2
p
mW sin 
 !
; (3)
which is diagonalized by two unitary matrices3 through
URMCUyL  diagm~
1 ; m~
2 . The unitary matrices UL
and UR can be parametrized in the following way [25]:
UL  cosL e
iL sinL
eiL sinL cosL
 
;
UR  e
i1 cosR ei1R sinR
ei2	R sinR ei2 cosR
 !
:
(4)
In CP-violating theories, the mass parameters are com-
plex. Since M2 can be taken real and positive by rephasing
the fields suitably, the split SUSY scenario allows only two
CP-violating phases of M1 and :
M1  jM1jei1 and   jjei
0  1; < 2:
(5)
The universal gaugino-mass relation at the GUT scale
implies at the weak scale
jM1j  53 tan
2WM2 ’ 0:502M2: (6)
The five underlying SUSY parameters fjM1j;1;
jj;; tang determine the mass spectrum and couplings
of the neutralinos and charginos.
The interaction Lagrangian relevant for the production
and decay of neutralinos and charginos are expressed in 4-
component form as3UL and UR are related to U and V in Haber-Kane [26]
notation by V  UR and U  UL:
055019L  eX
i
~i  ~i A  gZ
X
	;i;j
QccZ	ij ~

i 
P	 ~j Z
 gZ
X
	;i;j
QnnZ	ij ~
0
i 
P	 ~
0
jZ  g
X
i
Snnhi ~
0
i ~
0
i h
0
 gX
i<j
Qnnh	ij ~
0
i P	 ~
0
jh
0


g
X
	;i;j
QcnW	ij ~

i 
P	 ~
0
jW 	 H:c:

 g
X
	;i;j
QcnH	ij ~

i P	 ~
0
jH

 gX
	;i;j
QcnG	ij ~

i P	 ~
0
jG
 	 H:c:

; (7)
where 	  L;R, PR;L  1
 5=2, i; j  1; 2 for the
chargino and i; j  1;    4 for the neutralino.4 Here H
is the charged Higgs boson and G is the charged
Goldstone boson. In the nonlinear R
 gauge used in the
calculation of the radiative decay, the G
 has the mass of
mW , of which the contribution is important. The detailed
expressions for various couplings Q	ij are listed in the
Appendix.
III. DECAYS OF NEUTRALINOS AND CHARGINOS
In general, the production cross section of gaugino-pair
in split SUSY is smaller than the case with light sfermions.
It brings a challenge to experimental search of gauginos.
At the LHC, the gluino-pair production is dominated by the
gg-initiated subprocess, which stays the same as in the
MSSM. (Though the q q-initiated subprocess changes, it is
very small compared with gg-initiated one.) On the other
hand, the detection is very different. Gluinos so produced
would be detected as massive stable charged particles [14–
16] or as a gluinonium [17]. Even though the detection of
heavy meta-stable gluinos alone can strongly support the
split SUSY scenario, it cannot provide any more informa-
tion on the fundamental SUSY parameters involved in the
neutralino and chargino sectors. Even with small produc-
tion rates, the decays of neutralinos and charginos in split
SUSY are to be studied in detail.
In split SUSY, the chargino decay is very simple. It
would decay into ~01W giving rise to a single charged4Note that ~ is considered as a particle, contrary to the Haber
and Kane notation.
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lepton or two jets plus missing energy. On the other hand,
the heavier neutralino ~0j have a few more decay modes.(i) ~0j ! ~0i Z ! ~0i jj=‘ ‘, giving rise to a couple
of jets or charged leptons plus missing energy.(ii) ~0j ! ~0i h ! ~0i b b=WW. If the Higgs boson
is lighter than about 125 GeV, it decays dominantly
into b b. With mh  130 GeV the WW mode be-
comes important, which is possible because the
Higgs mass can be substantially larger in split
SUSY [5,8–10].(iii) ~0j ! ~
i W ! ~
i f f0. This mode happens
when the heavier neutralino is heavier than the
lightest chargino, especially, in the region where
the  parameter is smaller than M2.(iv) ~0j ! ~0i  [27]. This mode goes through the
chargino-W loop, as the loops involving sfermions
are highly suppressed. This decay mode gives a
single photon and missing energy.The expressions for the decay rates of first three decay
modes are greatly simplified in split SUSY. We give the
formulas for various decays of the neutralino ~0j into ~0i .055019Note that for decays of ~03;4 they may go through ~02 before
they end up in ~01.
A. Two body decays of ~0j ! ~0aZ; ~0i h0; ~
i W
For simplicity we introduce some shorthand notation of
ij 
m~0
i
m~0j

2
; Xj 

mX
m~0j

2
; (8)
where X  Z; h0; W
. If m~0j > m~0
i 	mX, ~
0
j decays
into a lighter neutralino or chargino associated with the
X boson. The total decay rate is then
~0j ! ~0
i X 
1=21; ij; Xj
16m~0j
jMj2; (9)
where a; b; c  a2 	 b2 	 c2  2ab 2bc 2ca and
jMj2 is the spin-average amplitude squared. For each
decay mode jMj2 isjMj2~0j ! ~0i Z 
g2Zm
2
~0j
2

jQnnZRij j2 	 jQnnZLij j2
1ij2
Zj
	 1	ij  2Zj

 12 ijp <eQnnZRij QnnZLij 

; (10)jMj2~0j ! ~0i h0 
g2m2
~0j
2

jQnnhRij j2 	 jQnnhLij j21	ij hj 	 4 ijp <eQnnhRijQnnhLij 

; (11)jMj2~0j ! ~i W	  jMj2~0j ! ~	i W

g2m2
~0j
2

jQcnWL1j j2 	 jQcnWR1j j2
1ij2
Wj
	 1	ij  2Wj

 12 ijp <eQcnWL1j QcnWR1j 

: (12)B. Three body decays of ~0j ! ~0;
; f f 0
If m~0j < m~0
i 	mX, the decay will proceed into
~0
i f f
0 via a virtual Z, W or h. The differential decay
width is given by
d
dxfdx f

NCm~0j
2563
jMj2; (13)
where NC is the color factor of the fermion f and the
kinematic variables are defined in the rest frame of ~0j by
xf 
2Ef
m~0j
; x f 
2E f
m~0j
; xi  2 xf  x f: (14)
The integration range of xf and x f are, with the definitionof f f  m2f f=m2~0j ,
2

f
p  xf  1	f  f ij  2  fijp ;
x f  x f  x f	 ;
(15)
where
x f
 
1
21 xf	f 2 xf1	f 	 f ij xf



x2f  4f1	f  xf; f;ij
q
: (16)
The spin-average amplitude squared for each decay mode
is-4
HADRONIC PRODUCTION AND DECAYS OF CHARGINOS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 72, 055019 (2005)jMj2~0j ! ~0i Z ! ~0i f f  g4zjgfLj2 	 jgfRj2d^2Zfxf 	 x f1ij  x2f  x2fgjQnnZLij j2 	 jQnnZRij j2
 4 ijp 1	ij  xi<eQnnZLij QnnZRij ; (17)
jMj2~0j ! ~0i h ! ~0i b b 
g4m2bsin
2	
4m2Wcos
2
d^2h1	ij  xi  2bxijQnnhLij j2 	 jQnnhRij j2 	 4 ijp <eQnnhLijQnnhRij ;
(18)
jMj2~0j ! ~i W ! ~i f f0  g4d^2Wxf1ij  xfjQcnWLij j2 	 x f1ij  x fjQcnWRij j2
 2 ijp 1	i  xi<eQcnWLij QcnWRij ; (19)where the propagator factor d^X, with X  Z; h0; W, is
d^ X 
m2
~0j
pf 	 p f2 m2X
 1
1	ij  xi Xj : (20)
Here the chiral couplings of the fermion f to the Z boson
are given by
gfR  s2WQf; gfL  Tf3 L  s2WQf; (21)
where Tf3 L is the third component of the isospin and Qf is
the electric charge.
C. Radiative decay
In split SUSY, the radiative decay of neutralino, ~0j !
~0i , may have a substantial branching fraction as the other
decay channels are limited to ~0j ! ~0i Z, ~0j ! ~0i h,
and ~0j ! ~
i W. As discussed in Ref. [27], the radia-
tive neutralino decay proceeds through triangle diagrams
mediated by the f~f, ~
W, ~
H, and ~
G loops in
the nonlinear R
 gauge where the charged Goldstone boson
G
 has the same mass as mW . In split SUSY, only W
- and
G
-mediated diagrams contribute. We expand the results
of Ref. [27] into the CP-violating case, and examine
whether CP-violating phases can enhance the radiative
decay rate of neutralinos.
For the decay of
~ 0j p ! ~0i k1 	 k2; (22)
the matrix element is, in general, given by
M  1
m~0j
uk1gv 	 ga5k6 26 up; (23)
where  denotes the polarization 4-vector of the photon,
and the radiative decay width of ~0j can be easily calculated
as
~0j ! ~0i   jgvj2 	 jgaj2
m2
~0j
m2
~0i
3
8m5
~0j
: (24)055019In the notation of Ref. [27], the coupling of the incoming
neutralino ~0j to the particles in the loop is denoted by
FX  fXLPL 	 fXRPR; (25)
and the coupling of the outgoing neutralino ~0i by
GX  gXLPL 	 gXRPR; (26)
where X  W
; G
 and igig is omitted for the
W
G
 loop, respectively. Explicitly we have
fW	  QcnW	kj ; gW	  QcnW	ki ;
fG	  QcnG	kj ; gG	  QcnG	ki ;
(27)
where 	  RL for 	  LR. The helicity amplitude in
the CP-violating cases is
M  X
XW;G
1
m~0j
eg2
82
uk1gXV 	 gXA5k6 26 up; (28)
where gXV;A are given by
gWV  i
X
k1;2
=mgWL fWL 	 gWR fWR fm2~0j I2  J K
m~0jm~0i J Kg
	 2m~0jm~
k =mgWL fWR 	 gWR fWL J;
gWA 
X
k1;2
<egWL fWL  gWR fWR fm2~0j I2  J K
	m~0jm~0i J Kg
	 2m~0jm~
k <egWL fWR  gWR fWL J;
gGV 
i
4
X
k1;2
=mgGLfGR 	 gGRfGL fm2~0j I2  K
	m~0jm~0i Kg 	m~0jm~
k =mgGLfGL 	 gGRfGR I;
gGA  
1
4
X
k1;2
<egGLfGR  gGRfGL fm2~0j I2  K
m~0jm~0i Kg 	m~0jm~
k <egLfL  gRfRI: (29)
The radiative decay width is-5
µχ˜01
∑
f f¯
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∑
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FIG. 1. Partial decay widths of ~02 for M1  200 GeV and
tan  10. All the CP-violating phases are set to zero. P f f0
includes all possible SM fermion pairs except for e
 and 

involving pairs.
|µ|
χ˜03 → χ˜01γ
χ˜02 → χ˜01γ
χ˜03 → χ˜02γ
B
R
(χ˜
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FIG. 3. Radiative decay branching ratios for ~02 and ~03 with
M1  200 GeV and tan  10. All the CP violating phases are
set to zero.
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3
82 sin4W
jgV j2 	 jgAj2
m2
~0j
m2
~0i
3
m5
~0j
; (30)
where gV;A 
P
Xg
X
V;A. The loop integrals I; I2; J; K are the
same as in Ref. [27].
D. Numerical Results of neutralino decay rates
Focusing on the parameter space of jj compatible with
M1, we consider jj160; 230 GeV for M1  200 GeV.
With the gaugino-mass unification condition of jM1j ’
0:502M2, the mass hierarchy among the neutralinos and
charginos is then m~01 <m~
1 <m~02 <m~03 .
First, we compute the partial decay widths of ~02 and ~03
in the CP-conserving case (1    0) in Figs. 1 and
2, respectively. Considering the trigger strategy at the
LHC, we separate the electron and muon signal from other
fermion signals. The notation of
P
f f0 includes all ap-
propriate fermions f; f0 except for e
 and 
. In the decay|µ|
χ˜01(e+e− + µ+µ−)
χ˜01γ
χ˜02γ
χ˜±1
∑
f f¯ ′
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FIG. 2. Partial decay widths of ~03 for M1  200 GeV and
tan  10. All the CP-violating phases are set to zero.
055019of ~02, the majority comes from ~02 ! ~01f f via an on-shell
or a virtual Z. It is followed by ~02 ! ~
f f0 via an on-shell
or a virtual W. The radiative decay width is down by 3
orders of magnitude from ~02 ! ~01Z ! ~01f f in the
range of  that we are interested in. Figure 2 shows the
partial widths of ~03. A substantial mass difference between
m~03 and m~1 for jj compatible with M1 leads to the
dominant decay mode into ~
f f0 via an on-shell or a
virtual W. It is followed by ~03 ! ~02Z ! ~02f f, which
drops off quickly when  increases. A special dip (around
jj ’ 178 GeV with M1  200 GeV) shows up in the
decay width of ~03 ! ~01Z ! ~01f f. This is because of
a cancellation in the factor N13N33  N14N34 of the
~03-~
0
1-Z coupling. The radiative decay width of ~03 !
~01 is relatively much larger than in the case of ~02. ThisΦµ
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FIG. 4. Radiative decay branching ratio of ~02 ! ~01 as a
function of  (in unit of ) for M1  200 GeV and tan  10.
Three cases forjj  180; 200; 220 GeV are shown.
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FIG. 5. Radiative decay branching ratio of ~03 ! ~01 as a
function of  (in unit of ) for M1  200 GeV and tan  10.
Three cases for jj  180; 200; 220 GeV are shown. One addi-
tional line (dotted) of tan  50 and jj  220 GeV is also
shown.
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study of ~03 in split SUSY. Since the masses of ~03 and ~01
cannot be degenerate, the outgoing photon is quite ener-
getic. A single-photon plus missing energy event search is
possible provided that the branching ratio is large enough.
We show the radiative decay branching ratios for ~02 !
~01, ~
0
3 ! ~01, and ~03 ! ~02 in Fig. 3. The branching
ratio for ~03 ! ~02 is much smaller than the other two.
With increasing jj, BR~02 ! ~01 moderately decreases
while BR~03 ! ~01 increases rather rapidly.
Finally, we examine the dependence of CP-violating
phases on the neutralino radiative decay. The effect of
1 is quite weak, as expected, since M1 is involved only
in the neutralino mass matrix. On the other hand, the  0
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FIG. 6 (color online). Radiative decay branching ratios for ~02
and ~03 with M1  200 GeV and tan  10. The  is set at ,
i.e., negative . Note that BR~03 ! ~02 is very close to 0.
055019dependence is rather strong. The  parameter affects both
the neutralino and chargino sectors, and the ~0j -~
i -W
coupling in the loop. We compute the -dependence on
the radiative branching ratios of ~02 and ~03 in Fig. 4 and 5,
respectively. Three cases of jj  180; 200; 220 GeV are
considered. Figs. 4 and 5 clearly show the CP-phase
sensitivity of the neutralino radiative branching ratios. As
can be seen in Fig. 5, the BR~03 ! ~01 can be enhanced
by a factor of about four with jj  220 GeV at   .
In most cases, the maximum of radiative branching ratios
occurs at   , i.e., negative . We also see the tan
dependence by plotting BR~03 ! ~01 for tan  50 and
jj  220 GeV in Fig. 5. At   0, larger tan enhan-
ces the radiative branching ratio by a factor of about two.
However, at    where the radiative BR is maxi-
mized, tan  50 case has smaller BR, about half of that
with tan  10. In Fig. 6, we show the variation of the
branching ratio versus negative . It is now clear that at
  220 GeV, a branching ratio about 1:68% can
be obtained for the radiative decay ~03 ! ~01 with
tan  10.IV. PRODUCTION OF NEUTRALINOS AND
CHARGINOS
In split SUSY, gaugino-pair production goes through
Drell-Yan-like process via ; Z, or W s-channel exchange
diagrams. Specifically, we study the production of
q	 q ! ~0i 	 ~0j ; q	 q ! ~i 	 ~	j ;
q	 q0 ! ~
i 	 ~0j :
(31)
For simplicity we introduce the following notation:
is^  m
2
i
s^
; DX  s^s^m2X 	 imXX
; (32)
where mi denotes the mass of ~0i or ~i and X  Z;W.
The helicity amplitude for neutralino-pair production is
Tqq ! ~0i ~0j  
e2
s^
X
	;L;R
Qnnij	  vqP	uq
  u~0i Pv~0j ; (33)
where 	;  L;R and (nn) in the superscript of Qnnij	
denote neutralino-pair production. The four generalized
bilinear charges Qnnij	 are
Q nnij	 
DZ
s2Wc
2
W
gq	QnnZij : (34)
Here the chiral couplings of the quark q with the Z boson
are given by
gqR  s2WQq; gqL  Tq3 L  s2WQq; (35)
where Tq3 L is the third component of the isospin and Qq is-7
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FIG. 7 (color online). Production cross sections for ~03 at the
LHC versus (a) negative and (b) positive  with M1  200 GeV
and tan  10.
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the electric charge of the quark q. The helicity amplitude
for chargino-pair production is
Tqq ! ~i ~	j  
e2
s^
X
	;
Qccij	  vqP	uq
  u~i Pv~	j ; (36)
where the bilinear charges are given by
Q ccij	  Qqij 	
DZ
s2Wc
2
W
gq	QccZij: (37)
Finally, the helicity amplitude for chargino-neutralino as-
sociated production is
Td u ! ~i ~0j  
e2
s^
X
	;
Qcnij	  v uP	ud
  u~i Pv~0j : (38)
where the bilinear charges are
Q cnij	 
DW
2
p
s2W
	LQ
cnW
ij : (39)
At parton level, the differential cross sections in the
center-of-mass (c.m.) frame for the above three channels
have a common expression
d
d cos
 1
Nc
1
S
	2
2s^
1=2f1 is^ js^2
	 cos2gQij1 	 4 is^js^p Qij2
	 21=2Qij3 cos; (40)
where  is the scattering angle in the parton rest frame,
  1; is^; js^, NC is the color factor of q, S is the
symmetric factor (S  2 for ~0i ~0i production) and  is
the scattering angle in the c.m. frame. The Qij1;2;3 are
combinations of bilinear charges given by
Qij1 
1
4
jQijRRj2 	 jQijLLj2 	 jQijRLj2 	 jQijLRj2;
Qij2 
1
2
<eQijRRQijRL 	QijLLQijLR;
Qij3 
1
4
jQijRRj2 	 jQijLLj2  jQijRLj2  jQijLRj2;
(41)
where the production channel of (nn), (cc) or (cn) in the
superscript is omitted.
In Fig. 7, we show the production cross sections for ~03 at
the LHC versus negative and positive  with jM1j 
200 GeV and tan  10, including ~03 ~01, ~03 ~02, ~03 ~	1 ,
and ~03 ~1 . Here we consider only the CP-conserving case
(  ; 0). It is clear that the cross section is in general
larger in the region jj M1, because this is region where
the Bino and Higgsino mix strongly. This is also the055019favored parameter space for the Bino-Higgsino dark matter
[5,11,12]. Away from the peak the cross sections in general
decrease as the mixing between the Bino and the Higgsino
becomes less; in particular, as jj decreases from the
mixing region (M1 ) the ~01 and ~02 become
Higgsino-like while ~03 becomes Bino-like, and so the
production of ~03 with ~01;2 and ~
1 all decrease rapidly.
The inclusive cross section for ~03 is of the order of
O0:1–0:2 pb for M1  200 GeV. We have also calcu-
lated that forM1  100 GeV and maintaining the gaugino-
mass unification condition, the inclusive cross section for
~03 is as large as O1–5 pb, while the cross section goes
down to about 0.05 pb for M1  300 GeV. Since we are
interested in the radiative decay of ~03, which could have a
branching ratio as large as O1%, the number of single
photon plus E6 T events at the LHC is of the order of
O103  5  103, O100 200, and O50 for M1 
100; 200; 300 GeV, respectively. The next-to-leading order
(NLO) SUSY corrections to gaugino-pair production have
been performed [28]. The K factor is about 1:1 1:4
depending on SUSY parameters. Since these SUSY cor--8
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tum or missing energy distributions, we just note that the
event rates can be enhanced by up to about 40% due to
NLO corrections.
Here we present the differential cross section versus the
transverse momentum of the single-photon and versus the
missing transverse momentum. We adopt a simple two
body decay of the third neutralino into the lightest neutra-
lino and the photon, without taking into account the spin
correlation, which should only be a mild effect. We also
assume the decay is prompt, because the decay width of ~03
is of the order of MeV. The contributing production chan-
nels include ~03 ~02, ~03 ~01, and ~03 ~
1 , We include all of
these production channels to account for inclusive ~03
production. We focus on the radiative decay of ~03 !10-11
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FIG. 9 (color online). Differential cross section versus the
missing transverse momentum for the process pp ! ~03 	 X !
~01	 X. We set M1  200 GeV,   220 GeV, and BR 
1:68%.
055019~01, which has a branching ratio of the order of 1% in
the region jj M1. The charginos can decay into the
neutralino and a virtual W boson, which further goes into
q q0 or ‘‘. Therefore, the final state consists of an isolated
single-photon with or without charged leptons or jets, plus
missing energies. We are primarily interested in the photon
and missing energy distributions, which are shown in Fig. 8
and 9, respectively.
Here we give a brief discussion on possible back-
grounds. An irreducible background comes from the SM
production of Z followed by Z !  , as well as reducible
background coming from quark fragmentation into a pho-
ton. Photon isolation and large p6 T cuts should be able to
suppress the quark fragmentation background. The Z
background, on average, has a smaller missing energy
than the signal, because very often in the signal there are
two missing neutralino LSP’s. Furthermore, a large portion
of the signal will have a charged lepton or jets coming from
the associated chargino decay that one can tag so as to
remove the Z background. Therefore, with the above
mentioned cuts, tagging, and isolations, the signal of an
isolated single-photon plus missing energy signature
should be rather clean.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We note that the single-photon plus missing energy
signal is a possible sign of split SUSY, but not a unique
feature. For example, gauge-mediated SUSY breaking
(GMSB) models often predict various signals consisting
of single- or multiphoton plus multiple leptons and jets,
and missing energy. Split SUSY has to be established by
gluino production, decay, and detection, and also with
neutralino and chargino production and decay. One has to
determine the sfermion mass scale and the  parameter by
simultaneously measuring the production and the decay
properties of gauginos. One can use the mass spectrum and
the photon energy spectrum to differentiate between split
SUSY and GMSB models. We have shown that in general
the ~03 ! ~01 has a branching ratio of the order of 1%, and
the photon energy spectrum depends on the mass differ-
ence. On the other hand, in the GMSB models when the
NLSP is a neutralino, the branching ratio into a photon and
a gravitino is dominant. Therefore, the frequency of multi-
photon plus missing energy events is very high. Also, the
photon energy spectrum depends on the mass of the light-
est neutralino only.
In summary, we have studied the decays and productions
of neutralinos and charginos at hadron colliders in the
scenario of split SUSY. The decays of neutralinos are
particularly interesting because the sfermions are so heavy
that only the decays via Z, W, and h are possible,
among which the radiative decay could have a branching
ratio as large as O1%, unlike the case of MSSM. We have
found that ~03 ! ~01 has a sufficiently large branching
ratio when jj M1 such that isolated single-photon plus-9
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missing energy events may be accessible in the LHC ex-
periments. We argued that such events are rather clean and
would be signs of split supersymmetry. Furthermore,
counting the event rates will also give a measurement on
the radiative decay branching ratio so that it gives infor-
mation about the parameters of split SUSY.
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under Grant No. R04-2004-000-10164-0.APPENDIX: COUPLINGS OF NEUTRALINOS AND
CHARGINOS
All the couplings of supersymmetric fermions, neutrali-
nos and charginos, to gauge bosons or Higgs bosons are
expressed by Qff
0X
	ij . Here ff0  c in the superscript
denotes the chargino, ff0  n denotes the neutralino,
X  Z;W; h0; H
; G
, and 	  L;R in the subscript
is the chirality of the fermions. The G
 is the Goldstone
boson absorbed by W
 boson. In our notation, negatively
charged chargino is assigned to be a particle such that its
electric charge Q~
 is 1.
The specific expressions for the ~i -~	j -Z couplings are
QccZL11  s2W 
3
4
 1
4
cos2L;
QccZR11  s2W 
3
4
 1
4
cos2R;
QccZL12  
1
4
eiL sin2L;
QccZR12  
1
4
eiR1	2 sin2R;
QccZL22  s2W 
3
4
	 1
4
cos2L;
QccZR22  s2W 
3
4
	 1
4
cos2R:055019The ~0i -~0j -Z couplings are
QnnZLij 
Ni3N

j3  Ni4Nj4
2
; (A1)
where QnnZRij  QnnZLij . Neutral couplings of ~0i -~0j -h0,
where h0 is the light CP-even Higgs boson, are divided
into i  j and i  j cases, by using Majorana conditions:
Snnhi 
1
2
Ni2  tWNi1 sin	Ni3  cos	Ni4; (A2)
QnnhLij 
1
2
Ni2 tWNi1 sin	Nj3 cos	Nj4	 i$ j;
(A3)
where QnnhRij  QnnhLij , tW  tanW and
tan	  m
2
h m2Acos2m2Zsin2
m2A 	m2Z sin cos
: (A4)
The ~i -~0j -W	 couplings are
QcnWLij  ULi1Nj2 	
1
2
p ULi2Nj3;
QcnWRij  URi1Nj2 
1
2
p URi2Nj4:
(A5)
The charged couplings to H
 are
QcnHLkj  cos

URk1Nj4 	
URk2
2
p Nj2 	 tWNj1

;
QcnHRkj  sin

ULk1Nj3  ULk2
2
p Nj2 	 tWNj1

:
(A6)
Finally we have the ~i -~0j -G	 couplings of
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